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The toddler-tough tabbed pages of Tabbed Board Books: My First Trucks and Diggers are filled with

familiar rough-and-tough vehicles waiting to be discovered. Inviting picture tabs lead children to

thirteen fun-filled, activity-themed spreads, from excavators, dump trucks, and bulldozers at the

building site to tankers, logging trucks, and other commercial vehicles carrying freight on the road.

Each page offers a wealth of speaking and listening opportunities that promote early reading and

writing skills.
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My 22 month old son is obsessed with trucks, and this book is perfect for him! I like that the tabbed

pages are easy for him to turn himself. There is a mix of American and European cars in the book,

so some vehicles will look a little different that we're used to seeing. There's no story or narrative in

this book, just pictures with labels and questions to stimulate conversation. While it can be a bit

tedious for me to read what each vehicle is called, my son absolutely loves it.

My 22 month old calls this "digger book" (his first two word phrase, which tells you just how much he

values this book). He's been through it countless times a day, and it's taught him (and me!) some of

the names of construction equipment, emergency vehicles, and more. It's very fun and educational,

with a great layout that keeps kids focused on the pages (and out of parents' hair, at least for



awhile). It's really a great book for the price, and my kid just loves it, which is what's really important

with this kind of thing, isn't it? :)

I bought this book for my kids after we borrowed it from our local library. They were really into it so I

decided to purchase a copy for home. The book itself is made of cardboard and is durable for the

younger kids. The individual color pictures that you see around the cover are tabs. Each page has

it's theme and is full of colorful pictures and each truck is labeled. The book is a good size too! All in

all it was a great buy and I got a good deal on it .

Our kids (son and daughter) both love this tabbed truck book. It's consistent with the great quality of

the DK books. Large, colorful pictures incorporating concepts like color, size, opposites, matching

operator to vehicle and gives kids something to think about on each page.

I bought this for my two-year old grandson who tears up every paper book he can get ahold of! We

had just gone on a trip to a farm and he ignored all the animals and ran to the tractors. Got him this

book and a small toy tractor. He loves the book and will listen to it over and over. He also "reads" it

himself which is why I got a board book. I use to think board books were only for babies, as my girls

never ripped their extensive collections of paper books. But this boy needs board books!

My 23 month old insists on reading this every night. He knows all the names of the trucks and has

even learned about "beeg" and "little" from some of the pictures. And it's nice for me having things

named, as I am learning what some of these are called too. Well worth the price!

I love DK publishing books. My son loves the tab books. My mom originally bought him a few from

Hastings and they have always been his favorites and really helped him learn a lot of new words

and colors. I ordered this for his 2nd birthday because he loves trucks. I was so surprised how many

trucks were actually in this book. He loves it and won't put it down. Also dk publishing board books

are good quality. They're perfect for toddlers.

My 20 month old loves everything diggers! This book is colorful and has nice tabs for little hands.

Has real photos with labels. He still loves to study this book or look at it with an adult! It is also

bigger in size. Nice board book!
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